
Kodaris is the technology platform
chosen by Kerr for its move from StoreFront.

Here's why:
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Kerr
Technology-driven for success

Kerr is a leading wholesale distributor of heating,

ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVACR)

materials for residential and commercial markets.

Kerr offers the best technology that enhances home

comfort, saves energy, and protects the environment.

So when Kerr began looking to improve its process, 

 Kodaris fit the initial criteria.
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Future-Proofing
Moving on from StoreFront

When Kerr decided to upgrade from StoreFront, the

process did not happen overnight. Instead, Kerr execs

used this project to deep-dive into processes – an

opportunity to future-proof its business.
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Setting the Criteria
A base for success

Kerr execs began their upgrade process with broad

research, compiling a list of platforms that fit its criteria

of cutting-edge technology as the base for success.

Then the focused deep dive began.
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Difference-Maker
All-inclusive Kodaris

Kerr trimmed the initial list of 20 platforms to a dozen

and then the top three. Behind-the-scenes sleuthing

and input from trusted colleagues helped the Kerr team

focus on one name: Kodaris.
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Price is Right
Kodaris

The Kodaris platform offers a unified experience, an

aspect that addressed Kerr's overall plan. But,

ultimately, giving Accounting a flat-fee price was a

significant plus for Kerr.
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all inclusive – was huge for us.
Laura Lee Faulkner 

Marketing Director, Kerr
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Smooth Transition
Simple follow-ups

One thing that stood out to Kerr was Kodaris' prompt

response time. "We feel like they're part of our team,"

Kerr Marketing Director Laura Lee Faulkner said. "We

feel important. ... Kodaris was easy to deal with, and

we're happy. It all went really smoothly."

Kerr's tagline: Better People, Better Service. Kodaris

was a perfect fit with a great team and amazing service!
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Adding Value
Customer Request

According to Nielsen, 70% of smartphone shoppers use

a store locator. For Kerr, being able to accommodate

customers is an essential pillar of its business, so its

dealer locator page was a large part of the redesign.
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Adding Value
Customer Request

Kerr was the first Kodaris customer to request a dealer

locator page. Answering the challenge, the team worked

with Kerr to address the need to highlight its dealer

network. "That was key,"  Faulkner said.
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What Kerr Customers Are Saying

Love the new site,
just an all-around
improvement.

The guys have been
waiting for an app,
this is awesome!

Wow! You guys
have really
stepped up!

It’s so modern
and looks great!
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The Kodaris team was easy to

deal with; it was everything

we asked for, and beyond our

expectations.
Laura Lee Faulkner 

Marketing Director, Kerr
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Kodaris Advantages

Open B2B platform

Weekly releases

Customer benefits
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Kodaris Advantages

ERP agnostic

Adapts to your business

Handles ERP integration start to finish
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Kodaris Advantages

Best-in-class experiences

Streamlined insight into your customers

Simple WYSIWYG editor
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Kodaris Advantages

All regulatory certifications

SOC 2 Type 2 audited on an annual basis

PCI DSS QSA Tier 1 Service Provider
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Cloud-based
   • Open B2B platform

   • Weekly releases

   • Near real-time data and updates

Flexibility and Integration
   • ERP agnostic, including CSD, SX.e, and A+

   • Built for customizations – Open Rest API, Development Tools

Embedded Applications
   • CMS, PIM, Search, CRM, Payment Portal, Logistics, Proof of Delivery

   • Branded native mobile applications

   • Best-in-class omni-channel, unified experience

Security
   • SOC 2 Type II Certified

   • PCI DSS QSA Tier 1 Service Provider
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Development & Engineering
Kodaris

SaaS Applications

 Software Development

 Integrations (ERP, Logistics, Commerce)

 iOS and Android Applications

 Payment Solutions

 Data Analyst Planning

 Cloud Services (AWS)

 Mobile and Web Applications

 Content Management Solutions
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UX and Design
Kodaris

 Application Design (GUI)

 User Experience/Interface (UX / UI)

 Creative Concepts & Prototypes

 Mobile Application Design

 Branding & Corporate Identity

 Responsive Design (RWD)
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Fanatical Customer Service
Kodaris

Customized enterprise-level customer support 

 Hosting & Infrastructure Management

 Production Support & Maintenance

 Reporting & Analytic Management

 Data Analyst Management

 Project Management
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Kodaris

B2B Digital Business Planning

 Innovation Strategy

 Analytics and Advertising Strategy

 Discovery and Concept Validation
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Online
kerrsmartstore.com

kodaris.com
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Contact Us
Kodaris’ solutions always begin with customers’ problems.

Learn more about how we listen, create, and deliver cutting-edge technology to future-proof the supply chain.

Kodaris offers custom solutions to accommodate every customer’s business process.

Tony Zakula
Founder and CEO
470-264-4997

Doug Kroll
Director, Strategic Platform Partnerships

470-264-4997


